Complete sequence of raptor adenovirus 1 confirms the characteristic genome organization of siadenoviruses.
Currently, the family Adenoviridae contains five genera, out of which Siadenovirus is one of the two least densely populated ones. A new member representing a new species in this genus has been detected in various birds of prey. The virus, named raptor adenovirus 1 (RAdV-1), could not be isolated, probably because no appropriate permissive cell-line was available. Partial genomic sequences, obtained by PCR and suggesting that the virus is a new siadenovirus species, have been published earlier. In the present paper, determination and analysis of the complete RAdV-1 genome are reported. This is the first complete genome sequence acquired from a non-isolated adenovirus (AdV). The sole source was a mixture of the internal organs of the diseased and dead birds. Until now, the genomic organization considered characteristic to siadenoviruses had been deduced from the detailed study of only two virus species, one of which originated from birds and the other from a frog. The present analysis of RAdV-1 confirmed the genus-specific genetic content and genomic features of siadenoviruses, and a putative novel gene was found as well. In general, AdVs and most of the AdV genera are thought to be strictly host specific. In the genus Siadenovirus, however, two virus species of rather divergent (avian and amphibian) host origin were present when the genus was found. Although by now the greatest number of known siadenoviruses infect birds, the original hosts of the genus remain unknown.